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What is the IRP Update saying?
The IRP updates suggests
that our reduced
electricity demand is due
to –
• Eskom’s buyback
programme.
• Suppressed demand.
• Electricity price
increases
• Price motivated
energy efficiency
improvements

But how would we know if reduced
electricity demand is not actually due to –
• Concerns around carbon footprint?
• Concerns around impact of carbon tax?
• Delinking energy from economic growth?
• Genuine attempts to mitigate climate
change?

Indicators
• Indicators have two defining
ONEcharacteristics
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so its significance is more readily apparent; and
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• Even though indicators are
often presented in statistical or graphical
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• Indeed, indicators
and highly aggregated indices top an information
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pyramid whose base is primary data derived from monitoring and data
analysis.
NATIONAL ENVIRONMENT STATISTICS
• Indicators represent
an empirical
model of
reality, not reality itself, but
PROVINCIAL
ENVIRONMENT
STATISTICS
they must, nonetheless, be analytically sound and have a fixed
methodology of measurement
LOCAL ENVIRONMENT STATISTICS
Municipal species richness; suburban air quality; district land cover types and areas; local land-use
trends; etc.
Species counts; air
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Extract from Hammond, A., Adriaanse, A., Rodenburg, E., Bryant, D. and
R. (1995). Environmental
A Systematicsoil
Approach
and water Woodward,
quality measurements;
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cover estimates;
moisture;
to Measuring and Reporting on Environmental Policy Performance in the
Context of Sustainable Development. World Resources Institute. 58 p.

RAW DATA

Field measurements, instrument readings, satellite images, etc.
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Its all about the desired outcome
How do you measure and report
progress against the following
desired outcome? –
By 2030, South Africa has a national
safe, convenient, reliable,
affordable and low-carbon public
transport network that makes
everyday use of private vehicles an
unnecessary and frowned-upon
extravagance.

An indicator based on statistics –
• Crime stats
• Passengers numbers
• Vehicle ownership stats
• Fuel usage stats
• Road traffic accident stats
• Vehicle counts
• Survey results
• Passenger profile stats
• Income tax transport deduction
claim stats
• Public transport fleet stats
• Transport-related carbon
emissions

Its not about the science
• Even though indicators are often presented in statistical or
graphical form, they are distinct from statistics or primary
data
• Despite scientists’ vocal calls for an “improved science-policy
dialogue” and “evidence-based policy”, scientists may,
through their suspicion around “non-scientific” indicators, be
one of the principle barriers to these ends
• For “improved science-policy dialogue” and “evidence-based
policy” we must move from communication using complex
and intimidating statistics to easily understood and illustrated
indicators that are underpinned by good science.

It all about the audience
• Indicators must be tailored to meet the needs of the
policy-makers and policy-shapers
• Indicators must provide a simple measure of often
complex objectives
• There must be audience buy-in – an acceptance that this
is how we measure our desired outcomes

Its all about aggregation
• Aggregation provides a level of anonymity that fosters upfront acceptance of indicators and reduced down-stream
push-back of embarrassing results, but
• Allows for the drilling-down to areas of success or failure
• Aggregation allows for almost real time updates – someone is
always counting something somewhere
• Aggregation allows us to start reaping the potential benefits
of “big data” and our rapidly evolving ICT technologies
• Aggregation promotes joined-up-government – cooperation,
coordination, alignment and integration

Time to innovate
• Its all about creativity
• Its all about communicating science
• Its all about promoting the management of what we are measuring
• Its all about co-creation and co-ownership
• Its all about adoption or adaptation where there is no need for reinvention
• Its all about measuring outcomes, not activities
• Its all about efficiently and effectively tracking South Africa’s transition
to a low-carbon economy and society

The department will soon be
embarking on a participatory
process of sustainable
development indicator cocreation including continued
work on indicators that efficiently
and effectively track South
Africa’s transition to a low-carbon
economy and society
Drop us a line if you want to be
involved

